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1.0 Executive Summary
The River Spey is the second largest river system in Scotland with a main river stem
of 157km, 560km of significant tributaries and a catchment area of over 3000km2. It
is an extremely valuable resource both environmentally and economically for a
myriad of reasons and beneficiaries. Continued proactive effort is required to both
protect and enhance it for future generations.
The Spey Catchment Initiative was instigated in 2010 to both encourage more
partnership working and to take forward key actions from the 2003 Catchment
Management Plan (CMP). Its success in the intervening period has been
considerable and it is now recognised as the established local mechanism both for
strategic coordination and local delivery. Those involved are keen that the current
momentum is maintained and want to capitalize on the solid foundations,
relationships and goodwill that have been built up to continue to deliver a programme
of improvements, enhancements and education that will benefit the catchment and
those that live in it for many years to come.
The Spey Catchment Management Plan sets out a broad strategic framework for the
wise and sustainable use of the water resource, and for the protection and
enhancement of the water quality and natural heritage throughout the whole River
Spey catchment. During 2016 the SCI project officer has led a comprehensive
review of progress against the original 2003 plan and the development of a new 5
year plan which was launched in November 2016. Many of the objectives and
actions that have emerged in the new plan will require the continuation of the SCI to
enable their progression and delivery over the next 5 years.
The programme of action for 2017 – 2022 will continue to be guided by the following
objectives:



Demonstrate integrated catchment scale management by protecting and
restoring natural features and characteristics of the Spey catchment
To raise awareness and understanding of the whole river system and engage
with stakeholders and communities within the catchment

These objectives will be delivered through 4 priority themes as follows:





Delivering national and local government targets for the Spey catchment for
2017-2022
Sustainable Flood Management, focusing on NFM opportunities and
demonstrating NFM techniques
Improving riparian, riverine and wetland environments for multiple benefits
Education, awareness raising & getting people involved in the catchment

The SCI continues to be in a strong position to deliver multiple benefit projects which
meet both the objectives above and those of partner organisations within relatively
short timeframes. Its strength lies in its ability to facilitate partnership working to get
things done and to leverage funds for groundworks delivery from external sources.
Since its inception in 2010, through the employment of a project officer, the SCI has
acquired £266,000 of capital funding to deliver nearly £450,000 worth of
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environmental enhancement projects. Over £650,000 of works are currently in the
pipeline having secured over £500,000 of external funding.
The SCI has scoped, developed and delivered several major ground works schemes
including the Allt Lorgy which was a 2016 UK Rivers Restoration award finalist and
Innovative Project category winner, the first project in Scotland to ever achieve this
accolade. It has also initiated and developed several large scale projects that will
now be delivered through other organisations. Relationships have been built up with
several universities such there is now a steady stream of students undertaking Spey
centric research, development and field work which the SCI is then using in its
environmental enhancement activities.
The SCI’s remit for 2017 to 2022 will be to facilitate, develop and deliver activities
and projects that enable the Spey Catchment Initiative to meet targets laid down in
the 2015 -21 River Basin Management Plan (RBMP) and 6 year Flood Risk
Management Plan (FRMP) for the local district of Findhorn, Nairn and Strathspey
(2016 – 2022). It will also lead on some of the actions in the 2016 Spey Catchment
Management Plan (CMP) which may not otherwise be progressed.
Core funding for the SCI, principally to facilitate the employment of a Project Officer,
amounts to circa £40K per annum. Additional funding is also required to kick-start
projects and to attract matched funding contributions. Funding is being sought from a
variety of organizations including public bodies, private organizations and charitable
trusts. Indications are that there will be continued financial support contributions
from 3 partner organizations and in kind support from a fourth. However, more needs
to be secured if this invaluable Initiative is to remain viable for the next five years.
The SCI steering group consists of representatives from the following partner
organisations: Cairngorm National Park Authority, Forestry Commission Scotland,
Highland & Moray Councils, National Farmers Union Scotland, Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds, Scottish Natural Heritage, Scottish Environmental Protection
Agency and the Spey Fishery Board.

Copyright SEPA
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2.0 Spey Catchment Initiative Summary
2.1 Introduction
This document lays out the business case for continuation of the Spey Catchment
Initiative (SCI) in its current format for 2017 – 2022. It justifies why this is necessary,
sets out the strategic framework under which it will operate and explains the
rationale behind the continued employment of a Project Officer (PO) and the proven
management systems that are in place. The proposed project delivery plan for 2017
- 2022 is given in Appendix B.
This business case has been informed by both national and local plans and targets.
Specifically, the River Basin Management Plan (2015 – 2021), the Flood Risk
Management Plan for the local district of Findhorn, Nairn and Speyside (2016 –
2022), Cairngorm Nature Action Plan, Cairngorm Economic Development Report,
the outcomes of a strategic partnership workshop held in June 2015 and the
development of the new Spey Catchment Management Plan (CMP) which is was
published in Autumn 2016.
The Spey Catchment Initiative operates throughout the River Spey catchment. It
was re-established in October 2010 to address issues from the 2003 Spey CMP that
needed refreshing. The SCI has a wide range of projects and has a nationwide
reputation for making things happen. It is an extremely cost effective proactive
mechanism to deliver real improvement on the ground. It has a proven ability to
lever involvement, support or funding from third parties.
The SCI Steering Group partners want to capitalize on the solid foundations,
relationships and goodwill that have built up in order to continue to deliver a
programme of improvements, enhancements and education that will benefit the
catchment and those that live in it for many years to come.

2.2 Background
The River Spey is the seventh largest river system in Britain and the second largest
in Scotland. It has a catchment area of over 3000km2 and a stream network length
of about 36,500km of which the main river comprises 157km. Extending from
Laggan and Dalwhinnie in the south to Spey Bay in the north, settlements along its
banks are home to over 23,000 permanent residents. These include Newtonmore,
Kingussie, Aviemore, Grantown-on-Spey, Aberlour, Craigellachie, Rothes, Kingston
and Fochabers. The catchment is split between two Local Authority administrations,
the Highland and Moray Councils and 67% of it falls within the Cairngorms National
Park boundary.
Historically the river has been an important contributor to the socio-economic
wellbeing of the area. A Scottish Executive-sponsored survey in 2003 showed that
Salmon fishing on the River Spey generates £11.8 million per annum for the local
economy and supports 367 full-time-equivalent jobs. This is equivalent to over
£17million in 2016 prices. Scotch whisky as one of the nation’s major industries has
over 50% of all distilleries located in Speyside. It depends on the quality and
4

reliability of Spey water for its world-wide reputation and ongoing expansion and
success. Tourism continues to grow and the river network plays a key role in
attracting visitors through its use for sport and recreation.

The River Spey is designated as a Special Site of Scientific Interest (SSSI) for its
populations of Atlantic salmon, otter, sea lamprey and freshwater pearl mussel. The
River Spey and many of its tributaries are designated as a Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) for the same species. Although it is classed as one of the
cleanest rivers in Scotland, it is not without its pressures particularly in relation to
abstraction and alterations to beds and banks. In the Water Framework Directive
5

classification of the catchment1, out of 100 water bodies, 51 are at high or good
ecological status, 24 are at moderate, 24 at poor and 1 is at bad status. There are
also 10 heavily modified water bodies, 1 of which is at poor ecological potential with
another at bad status.

Overall condition of bodies of surface waters in 2014. Screenshot from SEPA Water Environment Hub
28 Nov16

Scottish Government’s objective is that 88% of all water bodies will be in at least a
Good condition by 2027 with a further 6% recovering to Good after that. Within the
Spey catchment the SCI has a crucial role to play in progressing activities that
contribute to meeting these ambitious targets.
Additionally, the environment is changing and at a faster rate than ever before in the
history of mankind. Increased human requirements sometimes create additional
pressures, leaving it less capable of coping with extreme natural events. Changes in
climate are likely to result in increases in seasonal rainfall and more frequent flood
events. In the years to come it is anticipated that river water temperatures will rise
by a couple of degrees which is enough to affect the breeding cycles of Atlantic
salmon. Climate change will also have implications for water levels, ecology,
distribution of invasive non-native species and water quality. There is a
responsibility to look after and protect not just specific species but the overall
habitats in which they exist and thrive.
The problems associated with flooding have been quantified by the National Flood
Risk Assessment which has identified that about 1 in 10 residential and 1 in 9 non
residential properties with the Local Plan District (LPD) (Findhorn, Nairn and
Speyside) are at risk from flooding with weighted annual average damages
estimated at between £29.5 and £35.8 million annually. There are 28 flood warning
areas in the LPD. Over half of the potential source of flood risk comes directly from
the rivers with most of the rest from surface run off. It is increasingly recognised that
1

SEPA.org.uk Water Environment Hub June 2016
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hard engineering solutions are not the only way to address problems caused by flood
events. Natural flood management techniques that can slow down the flow of water
or hold it temporarily (especially in upper catchment areas) also have a vital role to
play. Additionally enhancing and where appropriate creating riparian woodland and
wetlands will strengthen riverbanks, reducing erosion and improving in-stream and
riverbank habitats.
There has been significant progress strategically in recognising issues that need
tackling and actions that are required. During 2015 and 2016 several National and
Local level policy plans and targets have been launched. The River Basin
Management Plan for Scotland (2015 – 2021)2 lists areas in the Upper Spey where
improved water status condition must be achieved by 2021. The local Flood Risk
Management Plan3 (launched June 2016) lists flood prevention related actions to be
delivered on Speyside by 2022. More locally there are many water related
biodiversity and habitat issues to be addressed in the Cairngorms Nature Action Plan
as well as key themes within the Cairngorm National Park Partnership Plan.
A new 5 year Spey Catchment Management Plan was published in November 20164
to draw together in one place, all the issues, targets, actions and aspirations which
relate directly to the Spey catchment. It sets out a strategic framework for the wise
and sustainable use of the water resource and for the protection and enhancement
of water quality and natural heritage for the public benefit.
Together these plans highlight the need for action on woodland creation, natural
flood management and water environment improvements. There is an increased
requirement for effective delivery mechanisms such as the Spey Catchment
Initiative.

2.3 Spey Catchment Initiative History
The SCI was instigated in 2010 to progress outstanding actions from the 2003 Spey
Catchment Management Plan and target action in priority areas that were not being
addressed elsewhere. Since then nearly £266,000 of capital funding has been
acquired to deliver £450,000 worth of environmental enhancement projects. Over
£650,000 of works are currently in the pipeline with £527,000 of funding secured to
deliver them.
Capital works projects that have been delivered by the SCI or are currently in the
delivery phase include:
 The Allt Lorgy – river restoration & riparian woodland creation
 The Allt Mor - water margins enhancements & riparian planting
 Aviemore Countryside Park – paths, footbridges, riparian planting
 The Allt Mharcaidh – river restoration, wet woodland creation

2

www.sepa.org.uk/environment/water/river-basin-managemnt-planning
www.moray.gov.uk/downloads/file105636.pdf
4
www.speyfisheryboard.com/spey-catchment-initiative/publications
3
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Capital works projects that have been prepared by the SCI for delivery by other
parties:
 Tomintoul and Glenlivet Landscape Partnership – water environment
improvement package including 3 fish barrier easements, water margins
enhancement, off stream waterings and flood resilience building
 Mains of Auchriachan – water margins enhancements, upland trial of green
engineering techniques, wetland creation, meander reconnection, large scale
rural off stream watering system
 Aviemore Backwater – disconnected backwater reconnection
 Orbliston Burn – 27ha water margin enhancement & riparian planting scheme
 Truim - floodplain reconnection and wet woodland creation
Other key activities undertaken since 2010:
 Facilitating and coordinating partnership working
 Making connections and engaging with wider community
 Stakeholder events, public forums, community events
 2003 Catchment Management Plan Review (published June 2016)
 2016 Catchment Management Plan – development, coordination & publication
 River Boxes – Primary school resource boxes updated
 Information materials including watering systems brochure, restoration
posters, videos, web materials and leaflets
 Research on water quality between Aviemore and Grantown and an options
appraisal for the restoration of the River Mashie

Ground works at the Allt Lorgy

Aviemore Countryside Park, new footbridge and path

Allt Mharcaidh cross channel in- stream feature

Allt Mor enhanced water margins
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The SCI is an excellent cost-effective vehicle for delivering on the ground
improvements and is recognised as such by partner organisations, other catchments
and the larger river restoration community. It needs to continue in its current form for
another 5 years in order to deliver not only the projects it is currently developing but
also specific actions in the 2016 Spey Catchment Management Plan.
Examples of activities currently under development but requiring a continuation of
SCI to deliver include:
 Fochabers burn – multi-faceted river restoration scheme, including fish barrier
easement, river restoration, riparian planting, flood alleviation
 River Mashie – implementation of restoration options
 Insh Marshes – further development and delivery of elements of this multistranded restoration programme including potentially Raitts Burn
 Green Engineering Demonstration sties and training – development of willow
spilling site in the cairngorms and a local skills training programme
 Floodplain model – creation of a catchment flood model with local High school
 River Truim wet woodland creation
 Allt Mharcaidh Phase 2.
Further details on the history of the SCI and its work to date may be found at
Appendix A.

2.4 Initiative Locations and Facilities
The SCI Steering Group meets 3 to 4 times a year at a venue provided by a partner
organisation. The Project Officer is currently based in Aviemore where they are
provided with a desk at the SNH office. Aviemore is centrally located within the
catchment and all areas of the catchment can be accessed in just over an hour’s
drive from this base.
The SCI has no assets beyond the IT equipment provided for the use of the Project
Officer and some public engagement materials. Steering Group partner
organisations provide logistical “in kind” support such as use of meeting rooms or
vehicles as and when required. They also provide administrative, procedural and
specialist expertise to assist the Project Officer in the delivery of projects. All of this
support makes the Project Officer post very cost-effective.
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3.0 Products and Services
3.1 Product and Service Description
The SCI continues to be in a strong position to deliver multiple benefit projects within
relatively short timeframes. Its strength can be summarized as its ability to facilitate
partnership working to get things done.
Key skills and strengths include:








A “neutral face” for consultations, but with the backing of many key
organisations.
Strong project co-ordination, management and administrative skills.
Scoping of achievable, accurately-costed and well-planned projects.
An ability to lever external funding for project delivery.
Low overheads and exceptional value for money.
Access to specialist expertise from within partner organisations.
An ability to respond to opportunities and maximise the benefits of their
potential as they arise.

In 2017-2022 the SCI will develop, scope, source funding and implement priority
activities that will contribute to delivering multiple policy objectives through priority
projects identified in strategic national, local and partner plans. The environmental
benefits addressed will range from improving water quality and sustainable flood
management to enhancing habitats, forestry and woodland and conditions for
species.

3.2 Liaising with the Public
The SCI is in a strong position to form good working relationships with landowners,
land users and the public. Through education and awareness raising it can help
communities to better understand the need for a holistic approach to catchment
management and the actions that can be taken to improve the river environment for
the benefit of all, including those downstream of the improvements made. It can
highlight activities that need to be undertaken now to mitigate the effects of future
climate change.

3.3 Competitive Comparison - Catchment Partnership Model
Catchment partnerships exist in other areas of Scotland but operate on different
models, such as charitable trusts or formal partnerships. The SCI has a less
restrictive legal arrangement; however, partly as a result of this, for its size it
undoubtedly delivers much greater value on the ground.
In June 2015 a strategic forum took place to determine the future direction of the SCI
and ascertain the structural model that it should have beyond 2016. It was agreed
by all Steering Group partners that the current model worked exceptionally well for
the Spey. Becoming a Trust or charitable organisation would bring its own
10

challenges or burdens that would not necessarily add value to the current delivery
outputs. The forum also concluded that its preference was to specifically secure
core funding to continue to employ a Project Officer, rather than pursuing a large
funding application for a specific project that encompassed a PO post.
The SCI Steering Group has developed a practical model for project delivery that
works exceedingly well. It represents the face of inter-organisational collaboration,
drawing on the experience, specialist knowledge and aspirations of all its partners to
deliver actions required by the catchment management plan. This Initiative is
focused on delivering actions solely within the Spey Catchment and is the only
project of its kind operating within its boundaries.
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4.0 Strategy and Implementation Summary
4.1 Strategic Framework and Objectives
The River Spey CMP set out a broad strategic framework for the wise and
sustainable use of the water resource, and for the protection and enhancement of
the water quality and natural heritage within the River Spey catchment. Originally
written in 2003, it was comprehensively reviewed in 2015/16 which led to the launch
of a new 5 year plan in autumn 2016.
The 2016 CMP sets out an updated strategic framework with new priority themes,
objectives and actions to be delivered in the next 5 years. It takes account of the
progress made since 2003 and reflects emerging issues, new legislation, national
government targets and local plans. The plan collates in one place the key elements
of all these larger, single focus documents as they relate to the Spey catchment, to
provide a holistic vision for the area.
SCI activity for the next 5 years will focus on the following 4 priority themes:





Delivering national and local government targets for the Spey catchment for
2017-2022
Sustainable Flood Management, focusing on NFM opportunities and
demonstrating NFM techniques
Improving riparian, riverine and wetland environments for multiple benefits
Education, awareness raising & getting people involved in the catchment

4.2 Five Year Action Plan for 2017 -2022
A proposed action plan to deliver the 4 priority themes is given in Appendix B. It
identifies a coherent programme of activity to be progressed and delivered during
2017 – 2022 and includes:








Scope, prepare, acquire funding for and deliver projects that enhance or
improve the water environment within the Spey catchment and contribute to
national and local targets.
Deliver riparian enhancement projects within the catchment.
Scope and enable delivery of river restoration works to improve the
connection of the river network with its floodplain
Develop better understanding of the Natural Flood Management potential
within the catchment and respond to opportunities to instigate NFM projects.
Develop, deliver and promulgate green engineering trial sites in the
catchment.
Continue to monitor previous ground works project sites (such as the Allt
Lorgy, Allt Mharcaidh and Allt Mor) and share results with the wider river
restoration community.
Instigate further research into Spey related topics/issues through continued
partnership with Edinburgh’s Master’s dissertation programme.
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Educate on and raise awareness of catchment issues, using completed
projects to enthuse and demonstrate what can be achieved. Help develop a
sense of collective responsibility for protecting and enhancing the water
environment for the future.
Get people involved in the catchment through engagement with local
initiatives and reconnecting communities with their local river.
Respond to opportunities that arise in 2017 -2022.
In 2022, review progress against the 2016 Catchment Management Plan and
if necessary, republish.

4.3 Communication Strategy
The Catchment Management Partnership will continue to work to bring together
public agencies, land managers and communities to






Create a shared understanding on how the catchment works as a whole and
encourage a holistic approach to its management for the benefit of all.
Raise awareness of how Natural Flood Management techniques can aid flood
management, particularly in the upper catchment.
Share experience of best practice techniques.
Engage the community in enhancing the catchment.
Break down barriers and encourage collaborative working

The SCI will continue to raise awareness of its work and its notable successes
through a variety of mediums. It will hold stakeholder forums and participate in
public events to consult and educate within the local community. It will continue to
ensure its activities are given visibility and marketed through magazine articles and
through the pages and links on its partner organization’s websites. It will continue to
upload successful projects to specialist interest websites such as River Restoration
Centre and send articles to appropriate journals and magazines.
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5.0 Management Summary
5.1 Organizational Structure
The role of the Steering Group is to facilitate partnership working and ensure
collaboration between partners on the key issues affecting the catchment.
Additionally the SG direct and oversee the activities of the SCI Project Officer in
order to deliver the most significant priorities within the Spey Catchment
Management Plan. The Steering Group meets 3 to 4 times a year to make strategic
decisions, direct activity and set priorities for the Project Officer. The Steering Group
is attended by management level representatives from the following organisations:











Cairngorm National Park Authority (CNPA)
Diageo plc
Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS)
Highland Council (HC)
Moray Council (MC)
National Farmers Union for Scotland (NFUS)
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)
Spey Fishery Board (SFB)/Spey Foundation
The Royal Society for Protection of Birds (RSPB)

They operate to a Memorandum of Agreement which is available upon request.

5.2 Management Team
A Project Officer (PO) is employed on behalf of the Steering Group to take forward
the priorities and actions as agreed at the Steering Group meetings. The PO is line
managed and administratively supported by the Spey Fishery Board (SFB). The PO
is provided with standalone IT equipment and a SFB email. A desk and office
support is provided by SNH at its office in Aviemore.
The project officer follows CNPA standard procedures and templates re tendering,
issuing contracts, and dealing with financial matters. CNPA provides administrative
support for the larger individual projects instigated by the PO by acting as the
financial conduit for transactions and administrating contracts.
The roles and responsibilities of the project officer are laid down in their contract of
employment which is available upon request.
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6.0 Financial Plan
6.1 Summary statement
Core funding for the SCI, principally to facilitate the employment of a Project Officer,
amounts to circa £40K per annum. Additional funding is also required to kick-start
projects and to attract matched funding contributions. Funding is being sought from a
variety of organizations including public bodies, private organisations and charitable
trusts. Indications are that there will be continued financial support contributions
from 3 partner organizations and in kind support from a fourth. However, more needs
to be secured if this invaluable Initiative is to remain viable for the next five years.
A detailed breakdown of the forecast of core costs is available upon request. The
majority of the core costs are associated with employing the Project Officer.
Additional costs include professional and technical support to the project, office
provision, line management, travel and expenses, professional development, project
priming costs and promotion and communication.
It has been assumed that the Project Officer will continue to be employed through
the Spey Fisheries Board on a 0.8 full time basis and salaried equivalent to the
upper end Band D CNPA employee. This is the grade at which the incumbent
Project Officer was engaged at and her role and responsibilities are commensurate
with those expected of a CNPA Band D employee.

6.2 Funding plan
Funding is being sought from a variety of organizations including public bodies,
private organisations and charitable trusts. CNPA has confirmed that in principal it is
willing to continue supporting the SCI PO post on an annual basis for the
foreseeable future. This is subject to annual CNPA Finance committee approval.
The Spey Fishery Board is prepared to continue the current arrangement of line
managing the project officer as a contribution in kind. Additionally it will also support
the Initiative through the donation of the time of its Operations Manager to provide
professional and technical support. Scottish Natural Heritage will continue to provide
office space and support at its Achantoul office in Aviemore.
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APPENDICES
A. Spey Catchment Initiative History and summary of achievements to date
B. Outline project plan delivery for 2017-2022
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APPENDIX A
Spey Catchment Initiative history and achievements to date
The first River Spey Catchment Management Plan (CMP) was published in June
2003. It set out a strategic framework for the wise and sustainable use of the water
resource, and for the protection and enhancement of water quality and natural
heritage within the River Spey catchment. The responsibility for many of the actions
arising from the Plan were clear cut and fell to specific organisations to implement.
In 2009 a review of progress on the implementation of the CMP concluded that a
new Catchment Initiative should be instigated to progress outstanding actions in the
plan. A Memorandum of Agreement was drawn up, funding obtained and a Project
Officer recruited for an initial 2 year period. As the SCI started to deliver tangible
improvements on the ground, a further funding package (to Dec 2016) was secured.
The original strategic objectives and outcomes led to 5 priority themes for the
Initiative to tackle:
1. Planting riparian woodlands and enhancing wetlands
2. Demonstrating natural flood management techniques
3. Control of Invasive Non Native Species
4. Understanding how the river works – Catchment Management Process
5. Education, awareness raising & getting people involved in the catchment
Since 2010 significant progress has been made in all 5 priority areas. The range of
projects delivered can be summarised as follows:
Metres of river restored
No of trees planted
Metres of new fencing
Other capital works

Other activities

COMPLETED
2,000
12,000
14,400
3 x footbridges
1km paths,
Innovative livestock watering
systems

River boxes
4 x feasibility studies
2 x masters, 1 xPh’d
Events, engagement,
Awareness raising
2003 CMP review
2016 CMP developed and
published

ACTIVE
3,200
3,1250
3,300
Disconnected channel,
Reinstall meander/wetland
Green Engineering demo
Tomintoul & Glenlivet
Landscape Partnership
Project– multiple activities
UK river prize
2 x Master’s
2 x feasibility studies
1 x HLF bid

Financially these projects are worth:
Total projects value

COMPLETED
£438,000

ACTIVE
£651,000

Capital funding acquired

£266,000

£510,000
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This includes the following specific projects:
The Allt Lorgy –2016 UK Rivers finalist and Innovative project category winner.
Restoration of a canalised watercourse, reconnection of its adjoining floodplain, deer
fencing, drain blocking and wet woodland creation.
The Allt Mor – 5km of riverbank and riparian enhancement, including fencing, tree
planting and alternative livestock watering solutions. ,
Aviemore Countryside Park – creation of a 60 hectare park with riverside path
network and riparian regeneration zone. Works included refurbishment of boardwalk
and two footbridges and installation of a third, laying of over 1km of path network,
installation of mains water & cattle watering systems and planting of 1000+ trees.
Allt Mharcaidh – River restoration, floodplain reconnection and wet woodland
regeneration at an NNR site.
Aviemore Backwater – reconnection of 500m disconnected channel of the River
Spey. Ground works due to take place Jan 17.
Mains of Auchriachan – Multiple stranded river margins enhancement programme.
Includes cut off meander reconnection, wet woodland creation, water margin fencing
and alternative off stream watering (diffuse pollution) and demonstration of
engineered log jams and willow spilling techniques. Funding approved Feb 16,
ground works to be completed by Dec 17.
Glenlivet and Tomintoul Landscape Partnership – £3.6 million package of activity of
which £450,000 is earmarked for enhancing the water environment. 18 month
development phase included substantial feasibility study work. To include 3 fish
barrier easements, water margins habitats enhancements and flood resilience
building measures. £2.34million of Heritage Lottery Fund funding approved Oct 16.
Project Delivery 2017 - 2021
Feasibility Studies and Research – A range of contracted out study and research
projects including the Allt Lorgy, River Mashie audit, Water quality audit, River Avon
Feasibility study and Aviemore Backwater hydrology study.
Research studies – a range of student master’s dissertations and PhD case studies
instigated and overseen by the SCI that address issues in the Spey catchment and
used to further project development. Include: The value of water to the ecosystem,
sediment movement modelling, Aviemore backwater, River Mashie restoration
options and NFM opportunities in the upper catchment.
Educational Resources - River bank Boxes resources redeveloped, identification
cards manufactured, interactive River Spey page on CNPA website,
Awareness Raising – Watering systems leaflet, restoration schemes design posters,
Allt Lorgy promotional video. Hosting of several open stakeholder forums, stands at
multiple events and open days. Targeted work with schools.
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APPENDIX B
Spey Catchment Initiative - potential projects & activities 2017 -2022

SCI Priority Themes
1
Reconnecting Aviemore
Backwater
Mains of Auchriachan ground
works delivery
Willow spilling demonstration
site & training course
Supporting Tomintoul & Glenlivet
Landscape Partnership delivery

●

2

4

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Fochabers Burn - Holistic multiple
site restoration/enhancement
River Mashie & wetland
restoration Lwr section
Invertruim riparian and wet
woodland expansion
Assist RSPB in Insh Marsh holistic
restoration project development

●

●

●

Allt Mharcaidh Phase II

●

Raitts Burn restoration
Tromie restoration (Lower
reaches into Insh Marsh)
Slugain (Dalnahaitnach/ dulnain)
restoration
Upper Spey nr Laggan
disconnected meander
Gynack Flooding study assistance
Truim kerbstone embankments
removal
Catchment willow nursery
development
Upper Spey embankments & NFM
development
Red Burn Orbliston, riparian
woodland expansion
Develop a multi faceted, multiple
benefit lower Spey restoration &
enhancement project
Auchgourish Burn restoration
Flooding from the Feshie
resilience building
Rewater Sluie (Dalwhinnie)
Delliefure Burn restoration
Milton Burn,
Aviemore,enhancement
Allt Ruadh wet woodland &
instream enhancements
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Allt Lorgy monitoring
INNS control programmes

Timescales
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STEMnet ambassador
opportunities
3D working demonstration model
of Insh Marshes
Create a 3D model of the Spey
catchment
Update and digitize River boxes
content
Understanding Flooding
community engagement
Develop a Water Environment &
Flood resource for High Schools

●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Looking after water environment
STW visits (High school)

●

Spey focused Masters Students
dissertations supervision
Host university field visits
(edinburgh, UHI, UCL, Aberdeen)
High School Geography teachers
INSETT training
Speyside Way tourism strategy &
promotion

●

SCI Priority Themes:

●
●
●
1 - Delivering national & local Government targets for the catchment
2 - Sustainable Flood Management focusing on NFM opportunities & demonstrating NFM techniques
3 - Improving riparian ,riverine and wetland environments for multiple benefits
4 - Education, Awareness Raising& getting people involved in the catchment

The above is an indicative plan of what the SCI would like to undertake during 2017-2022. Projects can stall due to unforeseen
circumstances or for issues outwith SCI control. The SCI is also always ready to react to emerging opportuntiies which can then
take precedence over provisionally planned activities.
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